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The performance of the multicast routing methods based on





















Performance [%] (delta t
= 2 Mbit/sec)
Performance [%] (delta t
= 5 Mbit/sec)
Performance [%] (delta t
= 10 Mbit/sec)
Modified Dijkstra based on the QOSPF
link measures
Kou based on the negative logarithm of
probabilities
Takahashi-Matsuyama based on the
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The performance of the multicast routing methods based on

















Performance [%] (delta t =
3 ms)
Performance [%] (delta t =
10 ms)
Performance [%] (delta t =
20 ms)
Bellmann-Ford based on the QOSPF link measures
Described heuristic based on the mean values and
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The performance of the multicast routing methods based on

























(delta t = 3)
Performance [%]
(delta t = 5)
Performance [%]
(delta t = 7)
Kou based on the QOSPF link measures
Takahashi-Matsuyama based on the QOSPF link
measures
Kou based on the log moment generation function
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